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As an exclusive principle of Administrative Litigation Law， that “Mediation 
shall not be applied to an administrative cases (excluding the compensation cases)” 
has forbidden administrative mediation and then brought difficulties to the 
reconciliation. However， plenty of administrative cases are settled via lawsuit 
withdrawal and reconciliation in judicial practices. Taking a reflection on judicial 
methods of dispute-handling and forming an effective mechanism to bridge the gap 
between the law and its practices， has therefore become an urgent issue in the 
context of creating a harmonious rule-of-law society.    
This essay attempts to solve this issue by proposing several specific suggestions 
on how to improve administrative litigation settlement system in China， which is 
based on the discussion about core concepts， foundations and existing models of 
the system. Four chapters are enlisted besides the “Introduction” and “Conclusion” 
to achieve above goal: 
Chapter one discusses the connotation ， characteristics and nature of 
administrative litigation settlement. In this one， the differences and connections 
between administrative litigation settlement and civil litigation settlement have also 
been discussed. 
The second chapter pays attention to historical and contemporary foundations 
of the administrative litigation settlement. Traditional value of “No-litigation”， 
modern administrative orientation to negotiation and cooperation and burgeoning of 
negotiatory democracy， provide preconditions for the administrative litigation 
settlement system. As an act that initiated by both administrative litigants in an 
attempt to reach a consensus and thus cease the litigation， reconciliation suit the 
administrative litigation trial principle.  
Chapter three introduces various models of administrative litigation settlement 
system outside mainland and their implications. German-Japanese model ， 















system in administrative litigation process has becoming a tide of world. 
Chapter four provides some specific suggestions on the construction of 
administrative litigation settlement system of China. The institutionalization process 
of Chinese administrative litigation settlement system must be put forward by 
confining the system’s essentials， effectiveness， applicable range， procedure， 
flaws and remedies. 
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